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Abstract 

 Vandana Shiva’s opinion of the environmentalist is that everybody’s preference for cultural 

biological diversity should be the result of the need to live a vital layer of cultural diversity and 

political stability. Over 450 million people are suffering from hunger in the world due to the 

agricultural land of the desert, with the exception of the green land is here in the green revolution 

biological education and crop resistance. This great essay away from the perspective of the 

development of model based development that embraces nature and the inner essence of women on 

nature and on their health and on the family’s society. 
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1. Introduction 

 The industrial revolution changed the productivity process that benefited from the fundamental 

necessity of the resource management and the survival of resource management. Modern science has 

created an unmatched intent to utilize the use of industrial resources. It has allowed the exploitation of 

the moral knowledge needed to lead to the surface of women on the male and to the trees in the 

development. International organizations have taken steps to document women’s and men’s different 

roles in environmental issues and natural resource management. Advocacy efforts urging greater 

attention to gender equality issues in the environment have become more widespread. Development in 

India has led to environmental land women to overcome the victims of up to loss of value women. 

Clear environmental concerns and development issues are so large that the development of 

environmental and multi females is miserable. 

2. Women health and environment 

  Neo-liberalization effectively uses several aliens to legitimize its exploitive cloth and the 

people’s fundamental right. Available information shows that globally richest 17 billion people have a 

population of 3 per cent. Many children are hungry every year. Agriculture related activities employ to 

70 per cent of women. Women’s role in environmental conservation is important because their world 

vision is different in the classification of water than the men they have been given about food and 

family health. Women are more likely to participate in environmental movements because they know 
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the value of life. In economy and development models, gender bias is environmentally destructive. 

This view reflects the creativity and productivity of women and nature. Now globalization is taking 

place in the areas of women’s water and food. Globalization is coming to swallow the wealth created 

by women. Women are more likely to be educated and have access to education and employment 

opportunities. Figures show that women have a lower education level and lifespan between men status. 

After five decades of development after independence, old issues have shifted new problems, with the 

new appearing in the old problem. Females of India’s more villages walk thousands of kilometers 

every year for water resources. 

   Western conservation thinkers say that they have taken environmental positions out of heavy 

objects to the land that drains the dwindling earth’s resources and they also claim that the struggle 

against the exploitation of people from development projects. Exploitation of the depressed cotton 

clock and the environmental perspective against the inequality now the rich and international agencies 

that speak the language of the current environmental movement, preserve this view as politically savvy 

and replace environmental protection with the same old development that corporate organizations 

support. The poverty crisis and the lack of fire is linked to the development and environmental 

destruction of these poverty women, because they are poorest of the poorest. The growth of life and 

survival systems is the destruction of systems that have to be implemented. Women are aboriginal and 

informed in their field they deny it and save it socially modern science for women. Recent history has 

told us that some areas of human activity are possible to return to environmental thinking and action.  

Women play a key role in maintaining a food chain in the cultivation of soil integrity and fertility. 

Organic fertilizers are supplied to subsidiaries or trees, women work for 640 hours to get 384 hours for 

work. 

3. Conclusion 

Neo-liberalization effectively uses several aliens to legitimize its exploitive cloth and three 

people’s fundamental right. Available information shows that globally produced richest 17 billion 

people have a population of 3 percent. After five decades of development after independence, old 

issues have shifted new problems, with the new appearing in the old problem. According to a report by 

the US presidential commission on hunger, the world ignores the malnutrition the malnutrition of 

women who feed on pregnant women. The growth of life and survival systems is the destruction of 

systems that have to be implemented. Women are aboriginal and informed in their field they deny it 

and save it socially modern science for women. When their family is left without a woman, their job is 

not recognized as being developed and not documented. 
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